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NEW MEMBERS from Australia to India
AWARDS success for our members | GARDINI a chocolate surprise
WHAT’S NEW exciting updates from our members
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ART HOTEL
RIPOSO
_
Ascona, Switzerland

Discoverable in the pretty
Swiss town of Ascona on
Lake Maggiore, Art Hotel Riposo boasts romantic
rooms that are notably, all
individually styled and designed to create a fresh and
innovative scene and experience for every guest. Discover the hotel’s brand new

BAD
SCHÖRGAU
_
Bolzano, Italy

Furnished delicately with
the alpine aesthetic of the
surroundings in mind, Bad
Schörgau connects each
and every visitor to the
wonderful spirit and vitality of the Sarentino valley. A
feeling of being in your very
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rooms with their own exclusive flavour and spirit. Converted from a disused gym,
the Studer family have designed the interiors themselves with a bohemian seventies-inspired vibe flowing
throughout this particular
room. The striking aquamarine colour was a first for
the hotel, and went through many trials before the
optimal shade was found.
This colour blends beautifully with the patterned
floor and bed, complemented by statement furnishings and beautiful artwork.

own pocket-sized village in
the mountains combined
with a homely hospitality
makes every guest’s stay an
unforgettable one. A spacious new suite expanding
over two floors, named the
‘Art Studio’, is the ultimate traditional yet modern
space for top-notch relaxing. Influences from the
old bathing house shape
the design of the room with
a warm alpine feel flowing
throughout. Experience the
very best of Bad Schörgau.
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BAD SCHÖRGAU

Awards

Silhouette-Gourmet Spa and event
location “Seppl Stodel” has won the
South Tyrolean Architecture Award 2019
for Interior Design.

SEEHOF
NATURE RETREAT
AHEAD
Europe Award for Spa & Wellness

THE DUNSTANE HOUSES

VILLA DUCALE
TripAdvisor’s 2019 Travelers’ Choice Award
Top 25 Hotels for Romance — World N°16
Top 25 Hotels for Romance — Europe N°7
Top 25 Small Hotels — Italy N° 10
Top 25 Hotels for Romance — Italy N°1

Scottish Hotel Awards 2019
Romantic Hotel of the Year
Bar Dining Hotel of the Year
The Dunstane Houses’ very own Housekeeping
Manager, Laura Hood, has also won Housekeeper
of the Year for the second year running.

ANANTARA
VILAMOURA
EMO Restaurant Awards
Wine Spectator Award 2018
Michelin Guide 2019 Edition
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